
A Streetcar Named Desire

Symbolism, Imagery, Motifs



Lecture

Technical definitions and usage

Critical analysis of:

animal imagery
colour
music
light

illness
sex and sensuality 
irony 
names



Definitions and usage

Imagery: not necessarily strictly visual; any device that appeals 
to the senses 

Symbolism: when an object or entity is used to represent 
something else 

Motif: when symbolism is repeated with the same link between 
signified and signifier consistently referred to



And now for your weekly dose of trauma



The images used to refer to her are often strongly contrasting
On one hand, she is compared to creatures known for fragility or vulnerability...

"There is something about her uncertain manner, as well as her white 
clothes, that suggests a moth." p5
She refers to her way of survival as putting forth a glow, "the colours of 
butterfly wing" p45

and on the other, she has her predatory and sensual streak
Stayed at the Hotel Flamingo; lies that it was the Hotel Tarantula, suggesting 
something predatory and prompting "black widow" associations. See: 
"That's where I brought my victims." p73
"Look at all these feathers and furs that she come here to preen herself in!" 
p17: attired herself in the skins of animals. The word preen suggests 
grooming, almost like an exotic bird. See Flamingo



"I am spending the summer on the wing, making flying visits 
here and there. And who knows, perhaps I shall take a sudden 
notion toswoop down on Dallas!"
Stanley likens her to "a tank of sharks" p63
and Mitch says Stanley has accused her of "lapping (his liquor) 
up all summer like a wild-cat!" p71: it’s interesting that 
wildness, when applied to women, appears to be a negative trait, 
as Blanche’s alcoholism is not permitted to women, but seems a 
sign of virility and masculinity when practiced by men



While Stanley is consistently characterised in terms of his primal energies, this 
brutish side of him isn’t always connoted negatively
At times it suggests his overwhelming masculinity

"A different species." p10
Animal joy in his being is implicit in all his movements and attitudes... The 
power and pride of a richly feathered male bird among hens. p13
"He was as good as a lamb when I came back" p36
He and Stella reunite with “low, animal moans”: this is a profoundly 
discomfiting image as it ‘lowers’ Stella to his level
"What such a man has to offer is animal force... But the only way to live with 
such a man is to go to bed with him!" p39



"What such a man has to offer is animal force... But the only way to 
live with such a man is to go to bed with him!" p39

and at others it makes him seem bestial and subhuman
"what's all these monkey doings?" p15
"Drunk -- drunk -- animal thing, you!" p31
He throws back his head like a baying hound... p33
"Capricorn -- the goat!" p44: with connotations of paganism and 
lechery. Compare "Steve bounds after her with goat-like 
screeches" p47
"You... brag... brag... Bull... bull..." p82



Stella's name alludes both to 
the heavens and to light: stars 
symbolise order, coherence, 
stability due to association with 
navigation and constellations/
astrology. She's the only one 
who doesn't have a weird 
relationship with light. "Stella 
for Star!"

One of the Virgin Mary’s 
epithets is ‘Star of the Sea’, or 
‘Stella Maris’; this may have 
been an attempt to bowdlerise 
the birth of Venus



For Blanche, light represents vulnerability and exposure:
"I won't be looked at in this merciless glare!" p7
"daylight never exposed so total a ruin!" p9
"I can't stand a naked light bulb." p30
"I don't want realism... I want... magic! I don't tell truth, I 
tell what ought to be truth... Don't turn the light on!"
He crosses to the dressing-table and seizes the paper lantern, 
tearing it off the light bulb... She cries out as if the lantern 
was herself. p87



Blanche confuses truth and beauty, a very appropriately 
Keatsian attitude

"put on soft colours... and glow... The soft people have got to 
-- shimmer and glow -- put a -- paper lantern over the light" 
p45
"Such things as art -- poetry and music -- such kinds of new 
light have come into the world since then" p41: Blanche 
confuses truth and beauty, a very Keatsian concept



Soft candelight represents innocence and fantasy; modern 
electric lighting represents harsh reality -- appropriate for 
someone who’s stuck in the past

"It was like you suddenly turned a blinding light on something that had always been half 
in shadow... and then the searchlight which had been turned on the world was turned off 
again and never for one moment since has there been any light that's stronger than this -- 
kitchen -- candle" pp56-57 
"His Auntie knows candles aren't safe, that candles burn out in little boys' and girls' 
eyes, or the wind blows them out and after that happens, electric light bulbs go on and 
you see too plainly": her use of plain instead of clear is interesting -- it refers not to 
clarity or truth but to ugliness and a lack of ornamentation



Despite his salt-of-the-earth manner, Stanley is not above self-
deception: his reference to sex with Stella as ‘coloured lights’ 
has associations with festivity, but also juvenilia

"God, honey, it's gonna be sweet when we can make noise in the night the way we used 
to and get the coloured lights going" p66

"I pulled you down off them columns and how you loved it, having them coloured lights 
going!" p66: it's interesting that Stanley has effectively taken Stella down from a 
pedestal, and Stella likes it; Blanche, however, is forever trying to get back onto the 
pedestal after having fallen



Used to represent a contrast between purity and corruption

"the houses are mostly white frame, weathered grey..." p3 vs "she is daintily dressed in a 
white suit with a fluffy bodice, necklace and earrings of pearl, white gloves and hat" p5

"You've spilt something on that pretty white lace collar!" p9 vs "Right on my pretty white 
skirt!" p46 

context: Stella stained when Blanche is referring to her weight and indirectly referring to 
her pregnancy; 
Blanche spills after Stanley accuses her of harlotry and she has to defend her putative 
innocence

After Mitch has accused her of being "not clean enough", Blanche has "decked herself out 
in a somewhat soiled and crumpled white satin evening gown and a pair of scuffed silver 
slippers with brilliants set in their heels" p75: almost as if she's donning bridal attire, but 
sullied; Miss Havisham?



Opposite ends of spectrum, with obvious opposed associations with water/fire etc

Before the poker party, Stella "snatches up her white hat and gloves" (p18) while 
Blanche emerges from the bath in a "red satin bathrobe" and begins flirting with Stanley

After returning from dinner, Stella dons a "light blue satin kimono", but Blanche 
exposes herself to Stanley and Mitch in a "pink silk brassiere" and later a "dark red satin 
wrapper" pp27-29

Stanley himself has a set of gaudy red silk pyjamas that he wore on his wedding night

She has a tragic radiance in her red satin robe following the sculptural lines of her body 
p83

Ironically, Blanche herself professes a preference for strong colour for the purposes of 
flirtation, while her subtle nature actually prefers “soft colours”

"I like an artist who paints in strong, bold colours, primary colours. I don't like pinks 
and creams and I never cared for wishy-washy people." p20 vs "put on soft colours" p45



"Look at how you sit there with your little hands folded like a cherub in 
choir!... I never had your beautiful self-control!" p9. Ironic because Stella 
is sexually voracious and is aroused by the loss of control

Stanley refers to Blanche as 'Sister' Blanche, referring to her air of 
wounded naïveté by associating her with nuns: given her sordid past, the 
effect is heavily ironic. See "Sister Blanche ain't no lily!" p59

Stanley constantly refers to 'acquaintances' (more formal than friends?) in 
various up-market trades (law, fur-trade, jewellery), but when he actually 
does confer with one of his acquaintances, he turns out to be a delivery man

While Stella's association with light and sidereal phenomena endow her 
with a certain grounded ness that both Blanche and Stanley lack, she is not 
entirely clear-sighted either: "her eyes go blind with tenderness" p33

Mitch wins a plastic sculpture of Mae West for Blanche. Mae West was, of 
course, a sex symbol.



Sexual innuendo used to create/reinforce a sense of place and of culture
sex jokes: St Barnabas' dog licking, "Is Mass out yet?", "I hope I 
never gits that hongry"
"You keep right on going and you'll find it. You'll hear them tapping 
on the shutters."

The conflation of sex and infantilism is a little disturbing, but the 
Kowalskis’ relationship is kind of immature

"I can hardly stand it when he is away for a night... when he's away for 
a week I nearly go wild! And when he comes back I cry on his lap like 
a baby..." p11

I know, I’m a classy gent



What choice of innuendo can suggest about mindset
Stanley refers to sex and temptation as "laying cards on the table" 
while Blanche refers to it as painting and artistry (p20). Their choice 
of metaphors is interesting: Stanley's suggests openness and 
disclosure, while Blanche's suggests deception and artific

Blanche thinks she’s all that
"He hates me. Or why would he insult me? Of course there is such a 
thing as the hostility of -- perhaps in some perverse way he -- No!" 
p55

I know, I’m a classy gent



The ‘Blues Piano’ represents the spirit of the French Quarter 
and its dominant culture; could be said to represent ‘society’

A tinny piano being played with the infatuated fluency of 
brown fingers p3
Over her head he grins through the curtains at Blanche. As 
the lights fade away, with a lingering brightness on their 
embrace, the music of the "blues piano" and trumpet and 
drums is heard p41
The distant piano goes into a hectic breakdown p63: when 
anagnorisis sets in



On the other hand, the Varsouviana is for Blanche an intimate, personal 
nightmare that nobody else can hear

The music of the polka rises up, faint in the distance. p5
When Blanche is relating the story of her marrige to Mitch (55-56) 
the polka fades in and out, and when Mitch effectively proposes to 
Blanche, "The Polka tune fades out"
The "Varsouviana" is heard, its music rising with sinister rapidity" 
p69
"There now, the shot! It always stops after that." p71: after this, 
Mitch asks her if she’s crazy, as he certainly can’t hear it



Atmosphere
Cats are often heard screeching :(
rhumba music (foreign, exotic) provokes Stanley’s wrath at the poker 
game on p28
A clatter of aluminium striking a wall is heard, followed by a Man's 
angry roar, shouts, and overturned furniture. There is a crash; then a 
relative hush p42: domestic violence a regular feature of the French 
quarter? Vs Eunice shrieks with laughter and runs down the steps. 
Steve bounds after her with goat-like screeches... p47: normality 
restored easily?
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She begins to speak with a feverish vivacity as if she feared for either of them to stop and 
think. They catch each other in a spasmodic embrace. p7
"I was so exhausted by all I'd been through my -- nerves broke. I was on the verge of -- 
lunacy, almost!" p8
"I want to be near you, got to be with someone, I can't be alone! Because -- as you must have 
noticed -- I'm -- notvery well..." p10
Hysteria is often mentioned -- thought to be a nervous sickness of the womb
The utter exhaustion that only a neurasthenic personality can know is evident in Blanche's 
voice and manner. p50
The rapid, feverish polka tune... p69
"You're not clean enough to bring in the house with my mother." p75: might suggest VD; 
also ritual uncleanliness; also casts Mitch in an Oedipal light, suggesting emotional 
immaturity 



Stella for Star
Blanche tries to control the significance of her name by 
translating it for Mitch, but the it also carries connotations of 
deception and hypocrisy. Ref Matthew 23:27 - "Woe unto you, 
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like unto whited 
sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful outward, but are 
within full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness."
Stanley's aggressively Americanised name
Belle Reve: beautiful dream



Elysium fields: the afterlife
Laurel: victory, poetry, romance (Petrarch: Laura), wealth 
(L'oro)
The Hotel Flamingo: flamboyantly pink, garishly exotic - see 
animal imagery for Blanche
The Tarantula Arms: predatory, venomous; spider associations 
prompt "black widow" connotations - see animal imagery for 
Blanche
Shep Huntleigh: someone's hunting for a shepherd


